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EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Except when otherwise mentioned measures indicated an this report refer to the 
International System of Units (SI). 

The monetary unit of the country is the Indonesian Rupee (Rps.) and its valae in relation 
to the United States Dollar (U.N. operatioaal rate of exchuge) daring the period covered by the 
report is as follows: 

Jaa. &7 • 1,643 Rps 

July 17 • 1,643 Rps 

Jaa. 18 • 1,644 Rps 

Jul. II - 1,673 Rpc 

Jaa. 19 • 1,724 Rpc 

July 19 • 1,763 Rps 

Jau. 90 • 1,790 Rs

J.ly 90 • 1,840 Rps 

Jaa. 91 • 1.890 Rps 

hly 'll • l,9SO Rps 

Jau. 92 • 1,980 Rs

July 92 • 2.,030 Rs-
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The main conclusion of this n-posl evaluation is thal the projecl bad no im,.ct and 
suslainability. This was mainly due lo inadequate projecl design, where the real silu•tioa of rural 
cocoaul processors and market environment were not ascertained. The model concept was not 
defined neither the way the extension service was to operate. Therefore, there were no effects 
deriving from replicability. ll was also found that the project operated in !solation from the 
regional institutions of the hosl coualry and was perceived solely as an APCC/UNIDO effort. 

The small lechnical improvements in six flictories are mostly in operation. The larger 
inveslmeal in lbe so-called •model plaol• did nol pay off and is only partially operational. The 
publication on model coconut processing has been of very limited use. 

The future utilization of laboratory and workshop equipment should be reviewed by lite 
Department of Trade. For the improvement of competitiveness of coconut processing a more 
comprehensive utilization of coconut meat ad by-products bas to be considered on lbe basis of 
financial feasibility. 
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PREFACE 

The Government of Germany and UNIDO consider it important to assess project impact 
and sustainability as well as to draw lessons from projects which have been completed over at least 
one year. For this purpose an umbrella project for ex-post evaluations WH approved. That 
umbrella project forcsccs a series of ex-post evaluatioas of which the third is covered by this 
report. 

The two projects selected for the first mission arc both related to the agriculture sector in 
so far as they arc based on agricultural inputs and, io the case of one project, provide a product 
to the same sector. One of the projects (US/PHl/851109) is a typical institution building project, 
whereas the other (UStGL0/87 /125) aimed at the establishment of a dcmoastration plant 
including the traasfer of technology developed by UNIDO under a previous, German financed 
project. The counterpart in the former project was a government institution, i.e. the project 
belongs to the traditional type of technical co-operation projects, whereas project 
US/GL0/871125 was implemented in co-operation with a private company. 

The third project, covered by this report, is also based on agricultural inputs, is located 
in a rural area and is an institution building project although this was not explicitly stated in the 
project document. The counterpart was dual, i.e. the APCC and the Indonesian Ministry of Trade 
which in tum is the counterpart government agency to APCC in Indonesia. 

The three projects aimed at a global, rcgioaal, or sub-regional outreach and, according to 
their design, were not meant to be purely aatioaal projects. 

The report follows the format for UNIDO in-depth evaluations. Since the project is 
completed and no follow-up assistance is recommended, the purpose of this report is to draw 
lessons for further use, in particular a possible review of the policies governing UNIDO execution 
of BMZ financed projects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I -

The project US/RAS/86/191 "Setting up of a Rural Small Capacity Coconut Processing 
Model Scheme in Indonesia• originated from a request submitted in June 1986 by the Asian and 
Pacific Coconut Community (APCC) in June 1986 to the United Nations lndDStrial Development 
Organisation (UNIDO). The request followed the recommendations made by APCC-sessioas in 
May and October 1986. where it was also decided that the Government of Indonesia would host 
the project and would appoin£ the Department of Trade as the National Counterpart in close co
operation with the APCC. According to the request ud to its design. the project aimed at a 
regional outreach. The project was approved by UNIDO in 1987. Funding for an amount of up 
to USS 297,190 was provided by the Federal Ministry for Economic Co-operation (BMZ) of the 
Federal Republic of Germany via a "Special Purpose Contribution to the lndllSlrial Development 
Fund· of UNIDO. The contribution agreement was signed in August 1987 followed by the issuing 
of the UNIDO ·Project Allotment Document• in September 1987. The project was implemented 
in the province We.at-Sumatra between Jaauary 1988 to April 1990. 

The purpose of evaluating the ·Coconut Model Scheme• was to assess its results, de
velopment effectiveness, sustainability and model character and to draw lessons from the project 
experiel!ce.1 

The field visit of the mission to Indonesia took place from the 10th to 18th of September 
1992. It was preceded by a desk review of background and project documentation as well as 
discussions with selected officers in UNIDO, Vienna. Parts of the report were prepared in the 
field and the documnt was finally completed in Germany and Austria. The evaluation team was 
composed as follows: 

" Ms. Erika Giesen, Ministry for Economic Co-operation, Federal Republic of 
Germany, 

• Mr. Oscar Gonzalez-Hernandez. Chief, UNIDO Evaluation Staff, 
• Mr. Wolfgang Hannover, Independent Consultant, Federal Republic of Germany. 

The mission consuhr ' in Djakarta with representatives of the Indonesian Government in 
the Ministries of Trade, Inc .. stries as well as with the Head of the Bureau of Trade and Industry 
in the national planning institution BAPPENAS. Furthermore, disc1155ions were held with the 
Executive Director of APCC, the Resident Representative of UNDP, the Minister-Counsellor of 
the German Embassy and the UNIDO Country Director. At provincial (West ·Sumatra) and disrrict 
(Pariamaa) levels discussions were held with representatives of the Departments of Trade and of 
Industry. The field work in the project area included visits to the workshop and laboratory 
facilities, the seven processors supported under the project as well as to other processors who had 
not taken part in the project. Interviews were conducted with the managers of the factories as well 
as with traders and consumers of edible oil.2 

The evaluation team would like to thank all contacted persons for their co-operation and 
support to the mission. 

The 1cnn1 of reference for Ille 111i11iotl arc au.cbcd in annc• 1. 

2 A detailed lia1 of i1111i1ulio111 and pcr10111 COt1tac1cd ii aoiacllcd in anau 2. 
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I. PROJECT CONCEPT AND DESIGN 

A. Socio-ecoaomjc pd jmtitgtiogaJ coptelt or tbC project 

The economy 

1. The success or ladoaesia's ecoaomic adjustmeat programme has led to a rapid growth ia 
iacomes. Despite a drought that stroagly reduced growtlii in agriculture, total real Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) coatiaued to grow at about 6,8% duriag 1991. The impressive gains ia 
diversificatioa followiag a policy of emphasis oa private sector development and deregulatioa is 
upressed especially also in the coatiaued high growth of the muufacturing sector with more than 
10% iacreasing its share to GDP to about 20%. The rapid rate of economic growth since the mid 
1980s has begun t'1 strain the existing infrastructural facilities while the high level of investment 
and comumptioa activities have increased demud pressures resulting in relatively high inflation 
rates and a growing curreat account deficit. The challenge of the next years for acbieviag the 
ambitious goals of the national developmeat plaa will be the further improvemeat of 
macroecoaomic stability. the coatinuatioa of policies towards diversificatioa. privatisation and 
deregulation in support of mobilizing domestic and exteraal resources for investment as well as 
human resource and institutioaal developmeat for improviag quality aad staudards. 

The acricgltg:e sector 

2. Agriculture in ladoaesia accounts for almost a quarter of the country's GDr3, more than 
half of the employment of the labour force and nearly SO% of noa-oil exports. The sector bas 
growa by about 4% per aanum over the last two decades. Advaates ia agricultural production and 
productivity have resulted in a substantial real income increase of Carmen - also on the Outer 
Island!!. - with a major impact on poverty alleviation4• Tree crops, comprising rubber, oil and 
beverage crops. accouat for more than 40% of the cultivated area5• contribute 17% of the 
agricultural GDP and about SO% of the agricultural uport earnings6 as well as employ some 30% 
of the labour force. 

The coconut sector jp the jgtematioaal coptext 

3. Coconut trees in Indonesia occupy a cultivated area of 3,3 million ha and an annual pro
duction in copra equivalent oi 2,3 million t being one of the important crops in the tree cr\lp 
sector. Ibey arc nearly eatirely (98%) cultivated by smallholders with relatively low standards of 
crop husbandry often in mixed cropping systems. In terms of share of the world production, 
Indonesia has meanwhile reached about the same importaace as the Philippines. The two couatries 
together coatribute to more tbaa SO% of world productioa, which is heavily coaceatrated in the 
tropical re~oas of south-east Asia. Member countries of the APCC coatribute about 8S% to world 
productioa , which raaged during the last years between 8 to 9 millioa t of copra equivalent. 

3 Scc:cor1I GDP in 1990 • aboa1 Rpa. 43,000 billion. 

4 
Tbc proportion of Ille population liv1a1 llclow Ille povcrlJ line ia rural ll'Cll declined rapidlJ flOlll S~ in lbc mid· 

sevcncia to 1bouc lOIJli towards Ille cad of rile 1980's. 

S Total Cree crops amount to 1bou1 7.6 millioo Ila. 

6 
E1por1 caraiap flOlll major tree crops 1919/90 •USS 1.9 lbillioo. 

1 
Compu'C 11e1iltic1 in table I. 
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4. A large number of products can be manufactured from coconuts. Most important has been 
coconut oil which is used as a major source of lauric a..:id (saturated fat acid) ia the production 
of e.g. so.aps and detergents but al!o as an edible oil for human consumption. In the world market 
il is • together with the increasing sup~lies of palm kernel oil - partly to be considered as a 
aicbe-product for further industrial use and partly it is integrated into the international edible 
oil markel. The edible oiis and fats world market is an highly integrated market characterized by 
subs1anlial substitution possibilities i'li demand and diverse supply sources dominated by oil seeds 
from annual crops. Vegetable oil prices are correlated and most oilseeds are used ica the joint 
production of vegetable oil for human consumption and the residues from processing (meal or 
cakes) are used for livestock feeding. Prices are volatile and on the long term - due to faster 
increasing supplies than demand - the trend in real terms bas been strongly dowaward.9 

5. The world trade of coconut oil is dominated by the ::»bilippines with nearly 7090of the 1,7 
million t exported world-wide ia 1990. Due to the strong competition from other vegetable oils, 
prices aad returns to growers have beea Ouctuaticg but are generally oa the decline ia all 
producer countries of coconuts. la order to maintain and improve the competitiveness of coconut 
production a more diversified and comprehensive utilization of coconut meat, by-products and 
residues bas been attempted in most countries. Although many possibilities exist the limited 
markets for such developments and the very dispersed production base in many smallholdings 
have coastrained major progress in this respect. 

The coconut sector in the Htioaal coptext 

6. Indonesia produces its edible oils almost entirely from tree crops. Related policies of the 
Government to the sub-sector are: (i) ensure adequate supply of edible oils to the domestic market 
at affordable prices; (ii) raise farmers' incomes and create rural employment; (iii) stimulaie agro
iadustrial development in order to add value to domestically produced raw materials; (iv) 
contribute to more balanced regional development and the creation of a sound economic basis for 
settlement in the Outer Islands, where most of the r;ee crop development is located; (v) increase 
uporl earnings. 

1. Ia 1970, coconut oil supplied 909Ei of the domestic vegetable oil requirements. Spurred oa 
by growing incomes, a rapidly upanding population to and declining real prius for oil, the 
national demand for vegetable oils grew at more than 6% per year. The annual rate of growth ia 
cocoaut output bas been in oil equivalent on average nearly 3% and cou~d not satisfy the domestic 
demand. Since the mid-seventies the 001 bas supported a massive programme especially of palm 
oil production11 , which resulted in production increases of more than 10% per year and 
production has now reached about 2,1 million t. This expaasioa programme was accompanied by 
regulalory measures aiming at protection of production and price stability. Since 1991 this 
intervention policy bas been revoked and palm oil as well as coconut oil is now freely traded and 
marketed. Don:testic prices depend strongly on developments on the world mark~t. 

8. The current consumption of edible oil is estimated at 13 kg per capita which is expected 
to increase by the year 2,000 to 20 kg. la the very competitive domestic market the relatively 
cheap palm oil bad a yearly increasing market share which has reached meanwhile more than 60%. 
Substantial and increasing quantities are also cxported12• Correspondingly the market share of 

8 T radilio11ally abou1 S~ or offlake ia bo1b US aad Europe. 

9 Coms;arc price 11ali11ic1 in sable 7. 

10 Curmllly abou1 180 million people wilb a powlb race ol l'llt. 

11 1967 • 100,000 ba under oilpalln1; 1990 • 1.2 milliOtl ba. 

12 1990 • about 700,000 I. 
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coconuts has declined in relative terms to less than ~ in absolute terms it has been largely 
stagnating during the last years at about 1 million toil equivaknt. Until 1985 only negligible 
amounts of coconut oil were exported. Since then the export volumes have been increased to about 
0.2 million t (about 12% of world trade). which together with the export of copra cake (1990 = 
0.45 million t). coconut shell charcoal aad dcsicC3ted coconuts have contributed to yearly foreign 
exchange eamiogs13 between USS 114 to 158 million during the last years. 

CocoPUt processing ip the gtiopal COptext 

9. From the coconut production in 199014 of 2.3 million! copra equivalent. aboat SO to 60% 
is dried to copra15 and then processed and refined to coconut oil. Total copra milling capacity 
was estimated 1988 at about 1.7 million t established in about 450 mainly medium-sized 
factorics16• Capacity utilization ranges on average between 60 to 7D'li. About 35 to 4~ of the 
annual production is coasumed or processed to cooking oil directly by the rural households from 
fresh coconut meat. 

10. Furthermore. fresh meat is processed io small-scale rural factories to so called •Kleotik 
Oir. Reliable statistics do not exi'it on the number of factories and volume of production involved. 
The Department of Industry has estimated the number of small-scale Klentit Oil processors in 
1989 to be in the region of 4.560 employing on average about three persons with an annual value 
of production of about Rps. 50 billion. At an ex-factory price of Rps. 1,000 per kg of Klcntik Oil 
the aunual production would have been in 1989 about 50.000 t of Klcotik Oil using about 49ii of 
the total national annual production of coconut meat. Due to urbanization. change of consumption 
habits also towards higher quality products aad strong competitiou from cheap palm oil or also 
refined but more expeasive coconut oil from copra. the use of Klentik Oil from small-scale 
processors is oo the decline. 

Aspects of coconut processing ip tbe project area 

11. The project was located in the Pariamaa District of the West Sumatra Provincc17• lo the 
province about 78.000 ha of coconuts are grown producing about 62.000 t of copra equivalent or 
2.7% of the national production11• In the province there are four medium-sized coconut oil 
factories with a crushing capacity of about 40,000 t copra equivalent out of which one was 
recently closed due to difficulties with the supply of raw materials. The Pariaman District. which 
extends over 7.414 l:m1 with a population of 0.5 million, is with 40.000 ha and ao annual 
production of 35,000 t copra equivalent by far the leading production and the only significant 
Klcotik Oil processing area in the province. According to district statistics there are 40 small-scale 
processors out of which about 30 are active. Processing capacities are estimated at 18,000 t of 
fresh coconut meat19

• Capacity utilization is variable from year to year and is mainly influenced 

13 Compare cable S. 

14 Compare 1able 3. 

IS Compare cable 4. 

16 Compare cab;c 6. 

17 
Tbc province contilll of 14 dltcricll aad c:ucadl ewer 42,297 km2. Jc ii iahbiccd by 4 millioa people ~ho arc 

nearly cnlircl) of cbc Minaakabau cribc. In cbc macrilincar and illamic 10Ciecy cradi1ioaal cu11011?1 aad valua arc 11ill of 
coa1iderablc i111porcaacc. 

11 Compare 11aci11in ia 1ablc 2. , 

19 
Equal1 abou1 10.000 I copra c11uivalen1. 
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by price and market forces. For example relatively bigb prices during 198920 supported a 
capacity utilization of 70%. When during 199C world market and domestic prices dropped severely 
average capacity utilization was below 40%. Only after prices have recovered from tbc second half 
of 1991 onwards processing bas again been intensified. 

12. Within tbe Pariaman District in the area around Sungai Sarik in the Tujab Koto Sub
District seven processors were chosen as project participants. The factories have all been 
established during the last 10 to 20 years on private initiative of the owners copying existing plant 
designs of the region; most of the owners have been before smallholder farmers and supplement 
their income from coconut trade. There is no extension service for small-scale coconut processors. 

13. Klcntik Oil is produced by extracting coconut oil from cooked fresh coconut meat. The 
by· product is coconut cake which can be marketed without problems. Due to limited managerial 
capacities, markets and know-bow, the production of other coconut products - except some 
production of charcoal from coconut shells - is not practised in the region. The plant capacities 
range between one to four tons of fresh meat intake per working day. Employed are besides the 
owner three to eight labourers per factory as well as in the larger plants a secretary. Often the 
simple factory buildings are very congested with processing facilities. They consist mainly of a 
dit..el-gcncrator, a weigh-scale, a hammer mill for chopping the meat, two to eight pans for 
cooking the chopped meat, two to four screw type small cxpellcrs for oil extraction, settling and 
storage tanks for the final product and some storage space for raw materials and by-products. 
Between the different processing steps, spreads and buckets are used to transport the material. 
For simple repairs local workshops and for more demanding technical services better equipped 
workshops in Pariaman or Padang arc used, where also new machinery can be purchased. 

14. The technical process is simple and labour intensive. Most of the machinery is old. Lack 
of investments in more efficient machinery or more mechanizeci processing techniques arc due 
to cheap labour, limited profitability and scarcity and high cost of capital; if at all second-hand 
mac!liaery is purchased. The quality of the product is mainly affected by the lack of cleanliness 
and poor hygienic conditions in the factories, the lack of effective oil filtering devices and 
especially by the su!'ply system of raw materials. Normally fresh coconut meat already removed 
from !he shell is delivered by traders or farmers to the factory site and is stored there in heaps. 
The share of immature nuts with oil contents of only 15 to 25% as against 34% of mature nuts is 
relatively high. Price incentivcs21 for raw material of the right quality arc not sufficient to 
ensure that farmers harvest only mature nuts. Often it takes up to two days until the meat is 
processed. By then it is in an advanced stage of bacterial decomposition with high free fat acids 
(FFA) causing rancid smelling and a short shelf-life of the product. The hammer mills cut the 
meat into uneven pieces. Since larger pieces require longer cooking overcooking is common 
contributing to the dark colour of the oil. 

15. The Kientik Oil produced retains its coconut aroma and bas a yellowish to ~rownish colour 
with a special tute pref erred especially by rural consumers. It is not further refined. Due to 
su,pcnded fine matters it is cloudy in appearance and often moisture and impurity contents reach 
0.4 to 0.8% (recommended < 0.3%). Due to high FF A contents of 0.8 to 4.0% (recommended less 
than 0.5% and ideally < 0.15%) the smell is acidic and sometimes rancid. Kleatik Oil i• mainly 
marketed in the vicinity of the factories to consumers in rural areas and via retailers in villages 
or small towns, either directly by the processors or by traders. For the retailers and finally the 
consumers the quality of the product is acceptable despite its shortcomings. Therefore, there exist 
limited incentives for the processors to seriously consider quality improvements. 

20 Es·ru1ory pricq perk& Klca1ik Oil/coc:onul c•kc 1919 • Rp1. J,000/170; 1990 •Rps. 650/90; Scp1embcr 19';2 
• Rpa. 9.S0/170. 

21 Curren1ly &be ner•~ pricq per II& delivered !rc1b mn1 uc: Or•dc A• Rps. 2.4.S; B • Rps. 23.S; C • Rpa.22.S. 
1D 1ccordmncc willl ill qumlilJ. 
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16. The major ~roblems of the processors result from strong competition on the side of raw 
material supplies and from cheap palm oil on the side of the cooking oil market. They contribute 
to erratic and sometimes very low capacity utilization and overall to relatively low profitability 
of the established processing systems. 

lnstitutioa1al context of the project 

17. The project idea and request originated from the ~ which was also to participate in 
the organization or the APCC/UNIDO extension service to small-scale coconut processors as well 
as was to ensure the utilization or project experience in other member countries of the community. 
APCC is an interg\lvernmental organization of thirteen member countries from Asia and islands 
in the Pacific. Set up in 1969 its objectives are to promote, co-ordinate and harmonized activities 
of the coconut industry on tee sicle of production as well as processing and marketing of coconut 
products. At policy level r:presentatives of the member countries of the community meet abt>ut 
once per year. The techni~ arm of the community is the Permanent Panel on Coconut 
Technology (Cocotech) which also meets at least once a year as a forum for cxchl!nging 
in formation as well as for setting g•idelines for the community's work programme. The Secretariat 
is based in Djakarta and is headed by an Executive Director supported by technical staff and 
secretarial services. With its limited financial and personnel resources the Secretariat carries out 
mainly activities in the fields or information collection and publication, studies and organizing 
workshops. 

18. The UNIDO coconut processing project was the first field project in which APCC 
participated directly. Due to lack of resources and experiences for such additional tasks, in reality 
its participation and contributions were very limited. According to the APCC Executive Director 
the major lesson for the Community to be learned from the project was, that with the existing 
budgetary and personal constraints, no further direct participation in development projects should 
be undertaken. 

19. The Department of Trade represents the GOI in the APCC and became the counterpart 
agency to the project on national, provincial and district levels. The functions of the department 
arc the promotion and control of domestic and international trade. The promotion of small-scale 
industrial development is the responsibility of the Department of Industry which was, however, 
neither at national nor regional levels involved in the project. Since the Department of Trade has 
no specialized staff or extension service on food processing, its role in support of the projt:ct was 
limited to limited administrarivc and liaison functions and the provision of transport to the 
UNIDO personnel. 

20. The project operated at district level largely in isolation from local inititutions. The 
extension service to coco!lut processors consisted of the UNIDO personnel, which included a 
National Project Assistant provided by the Department of Trade but paid from the prcject budget. 

B. Prnject document 

21. The project was designed on a ver) general and global basis and lacked an adequate 
demand and problem analysis. It was top-down and desk planning without knowledge about its 
adequacy and relevance to the development problems and potential of small-scale coconut 
processing in the Pariaman District. 

22. la case the development of model concepts are to be meaningful they have to prove their 
viability and potential for replication and sustainability in all relevant socio-cultural, technical, 
financial, economic and institutional aspects. Close monitoring and evaluation and proceu oriented 
project management with sufHcieDt flexibility is a pre-condition for the 5Uccess of such pr<'jcct 
types in a rural environment. Sufficient time for the adoption proces.~ of improvements have to 
be allowed for which is in traditional societies essentially slow. Technical solutions have to be 
within the financial and managerial capacities and capabilities or the target group. Subsidization 
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of the cost of investments by project funds has to be kept at a minimum level. Relevant model 
components of this nature were neither analyzed nor included in the project design, 

23, The technical approach as outlined in the project d~cument centred around the es
tablishmeut of an APCC/UNIDO extension service to small-scale processors. Since the real 
development problems and potential were not adequately known. the subjects to be covered were 
outlined in a broad way only. They included improvements on: product quality and diversification; 
optimum utilization of by-products and appropriate disposal of residues; organizational and 
managerial aspects; processing technologies; repair and maintenance aspects; product marketing 
and distrihtion. The development in the factories were to be supported by training of workers 
and staff. 

24. Before entering into the further analysis of the project document. the special cir
cumstances surrounding tbe project development/ appraisal/approval process prevailing at UNIDO 
at the time of the project's approval (July 1986) will be briefly described here, UNIDO carried 
out a major re-organiution during 1986 which affected its project development. approval and 
implementation process. In particular the development of project proposals was to be directed by 
the Area Programcies Division to ensure that the proposals are in line with the coentry•s priorities 
and needs and an appraisal function was introduced to ensure that proposals were prepared in 
accordance with a eertain format (in line with the logical framewock approach) and were of a 
minimum standard. The re-organization was announced in end April 1986 but only took effect 
from August 1986 onwards. Between these two dates project approval was often done on a 
somewhat erratic basis since neither the old system was in full opc~ation nor the new one enacted. 
It so happened, that the proposal for this project was submitted for financing under the German 
contribution to the UNIDF without appraisal and country programme verification. 

25. The above mentioned transitional period contributed to an inadequate project design with 
unrealistic objectives. lack of problem crientation and logic between the different elements of the 
project. Outputs were not defined and the other elements were incorrectly stated or exaggerated. 

26. The purpose of the project - which should have been directed towards institution building 
for improved extension services to small-scale coconut processors in a limited area - was not 
adequately defined. In the project document the developmept objective is stated as follows: "The 
techno-economic improvement of traditional small capacity coconut processing operations in 
predominantly rural areas in view of the optimum utilization of coconut raw material, by
products and residues for the organized production and marketing of coconut products". 
Considering the very limited size of the project especially also in terms of duration and available 
resources the development objective aiming &t contributions to global small-scale coconut 
processing in its widest sense was unrealistic. In reality the project only managed to address some 
of the technical a5pects of improved processing from fresh meat of coconuts (Klentik Oil) in a 
very limited area of Indonesia. 

27. The jmmediate objective of the project was stated as follows: "Model coconut processing 
concept will be developed in a selected rural area in Indonesia by the organization of an 
APCC/U NIDO extension service to small capacity coconut producing and processing communities. 
The model coconut processing conc:pt operations and results will be documented in the form of 
an UNIDO publication to be made available world-wide to all interested parties". Also in view of 
the above outlined limitations the establishment of a "model concept" and its diffusion - world
wide - to interested parties is an exaggerated statement. Both aspects were not clearly defined nor 
their relationship to the proposed extension service. which was stated to be an APCC/UNIDO 
service, when it should have been a service well integrated into Indonesian institutions; either into 
the existing structure of the competent government agency (Department of Industry) or as a 
private sector organization under. for example. an association of Klentik Oil producers. The 
project area bad at the time or the preparation of the project document not been defined. 
Therefore, the technical and socio-economic structure of development problems of small-scale 
pr<>eessors was not known. In this regard the project design has to be assessed as speculative and 
highly risky. The intended transfer of experiences from one locality to another in a country or 
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ev~n world-wide is another critical as~ct. Generally, there a limitations in replicating model 
concepts developed for a particular rural area to other areas, since small-scale processors with 
their individual socio-cultural backgrounds and resources face different conditions, limitations 
and opportunities. In this contnt, the international outreach becomes even more out of question. 
Finally, in view of the size of the project, the intended coverage of the project was too broad. To 
develop, test and introduce on a sustainable basis improved utilization and processing techniques 
of main products, by-products and residues from coconuts, improved product marketing and 
distribution systems including all questions related to technical, financial and management aspects 
exceeded the capacities planned for. 

28. Outpgts were not defined in the project document. Probably the immediate objective was 
understood to be the major project output. From the major activities of the project the following 
outputs could have been arrived at: 

improved extension contents developed for small-scale coconut processing, 
a functioning extension service for small-scale coconut processo1-s established, 
technical, organizational, marketing and financial efficiency of participating 
small-scale processing units improved. 

29. A-ctivjties were to be carried out in phases with a total duration of 18 months: preparatory 
(one m<.nth), operations (16 months), and evaluation and documentation (one month). To be 
meaniDgful for planning, the preparatory phase should have aimed at problem analysis as well as 
concept development and assessment. In the actual situation the project design was already 
approved and thus preparatory planning was limited to the identification of the project area and 
target group, as well as to the preparation of a work plan. Although activities were prepared in 
quite some detail already in the project document, it had to be questionable how relevant they 
would be in the real situation of the project area. 

30. UNIDO .iJutu.li were well described ud in sufficient detail. Especially the contribution of 
the Indonesian Government to the project - which is of high importance in projects of an 
institution building character - was not stated and those of APCC were provided in vague terms. 

31. In general, no quantified .tam1I or indicators were stated (e.g. number of people to be 
trained, dimensions and outreach of the extension service, etc.). A workplan (called plan of 
operations) was to be prepared at the beginning of the operations phase. Instead, the preparatory 
phase report taking the chosen approach for granted was more in fine with work planning. 
Disregarding the appropriateness of the general concept and approach taken, then this document 
was acceptable and suved the purpose . 

32. No critical assumptiops or risks were indicated in the project document, which was at the 
time of project preparation abo not a requirement of the UNIDO planning system. 

33. Bepdicjarjes were only generally statr . in the projer.t document and this is again a 
manifestation of the lack of adequate definition surrounding the approach - model and/or 
extension service - taken by the project. Whereas later in the report on the preparatory phase the 
number of processors participating directly in the project was limited to seven entrepreneurs, the 
project document emphasizes tlie organization of an APCC/UNIDO extension service to small 
capacity coconut producing and !Jrocessing communitie' as the immediate target group. Due to 
the regional nature of the project, the project r'1ults were expected to benefit other coconut 
grow;ng and processing communities in other parts of Indonesia as well u under the patronage 
of the APCC Secretariat in the Asian-Pacific Region and even world·wide with UNIDO 
usi1tance. 
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II. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Deljven of inputs 

UNIDO inputs 

34. UNIDO inputs were by and large delivered as stated in the project document. The 
breakdown per budget line (in US Dollars) as planned in the project document and as actually 
executed are indicated below together with the reason for the main di((erences. 

BUDGET LINE ORIGINAL ACTUAL DIFFERENCE 

19-99 Experts 158,500 166,984 R,484 
14-99 Volunteers 23,000 24,266 1,266 

15-00 Local Travel 4,000 9,292 5,292 

17-99 National Experts 34,000 18,446 (15.554) 

18-00 Adjustments (1,101) 

39-99 Fellowships 6,500 7,515 1,015 

49-99 Equipment 35,000 30,902 (4,098) 

59-99 Publications 2,000 6,696 4,696 
99-99 Total 263,000 263,000 

UNIDO Overheads 34,190 34,190 

Grand Total 297,190 297,190 

35. Explanations for major differences: 

the costs for experts increased by USS 8,48t to cover an additional 1.2 m/m of 
CT A services to prepare manu1cripts for the UNIDO publication on the model 
concept, 

the expenses for the volunteer were increased by USS 1,266 to cover an additional 
1.0 m/m of UNV services to complete the installation of equipment, 

travel expenses were increased by USS S,292 to cover project travel by the back
stopping officer of UNIDO to the project site and local travel for a project review 
meeting, 

the actual cost' of the national expert was only USS 18,446, rer;ulting in a uving 
of USS 1S,SS4• This uving was transferred to budget lines 14, IS, 19 and 59 to 
cover addition,al months of expert services, project travel, cost1 for printing, 
publication and translation of expert reports Crom English to Indonesian language. 

36. In pull were provided in general adequately. The only aspect which could be critical, is that 
in consideration of the level o,f expertise required most of the know· how, if not all, could have 
been found in lndone1ia. The C1'A1 permanence in the project was staggered which was adequate 
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(lot.al duration 10 m/m). Continuously al the project site was a technician from the UN Volunteer 
Service (16 m/m) as well as the National Project Assistant (19 m/m) who assisted especially in 
local work co-ordination and translation. This core team was supported by specialized consultants 
in the fields of coconut processing (6 m/m), quality control (3 m/m), coconut food processing (1 
m/m) and coconut marketing (1 m/m). 

Government and APCC inputs 

37. Government and APCC inputs were only vaguely referred to in the project document 
without specificalioo and quantification. The lack of a full-time national counterpart to the 
project - which could oot be fulfilled by the National Project Co-ordinator - influenced the lack 
of sustainability of the project. The APCC Secretariat provided its Deputy Director as the liaison 
officer whose functions were oot specified. 

B. Implcmeotatioo of activities 

38. Activities were carried out in the intended sequence: preparatory phase, operations phase, 
and evaluation aod documentation phase. Work planning as carried out during the preparatory 
phzsc was adequate. The detailed activities were, cxcepl for some time delays, by and large 
executed. The specifications and prices of cquipmcol lo be provided were carefully substaotiatcd 
by company quotations. The evaluation and documentation phase refers io fact to a final meeting 
at the project site of the officials from UNIDO, APCC, GOI and the project and the preparation 
of the document oo •small capacity coconut processing•. The meeting could io oo way serve the 
purpose of ao evaluation since it was only attended by persons who had been closely involved io 
project implementation and was conducted in very laudatory terms. Furthermore, no detailed 
investigations of the effects or sustainability of project measures were carried out. The document 
oo a model description on •small capacity coconut processing• was indeed prepared by the CT A 
of the project, however, the mission was oot impressed with its level aod coolcots. It consists 
essentially of a progress report oo the project with little in-depth descriptions, analysis and 
assessment of technical, financial, economic and institutional parameters. Many publications on 
the subject of coconut processing exist already in the market. APCC docs not list it as one of their 
own, probably because they do nol regard it too highly. A citation analysis conducted in the 
Science Citation Index database in respect of this publication produced no results. 

39. The project made provisions under training for individual fellowships in specific fields 
ot coconut processing. This was utilized for (a) a study of four selected owners of processing 
units, the national project assistant and the UN volunteers mechanical engineer to Klentik oil 
producers in other parts of the country as well as manufacturers of plant equipment; aod (b) a 
study tour of five Government officials to the Philippines, Thailand aod Malaysia io order to 
widen their knowledge on policies aod strategics in support of small-scale coconut processing 
operations. 

40. The mission could not ascertain ao impact from the first study tour. lo what concerns the 
second £tudy tour, it is felt not to be relevant to the context of the project which is essentially 
limited to a particular region of Indonesia. It should, however, be recognized that the mission, 
despite trials, could oot interview any of the participants io the study tour. 
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Ill. PROJECT RESULTS AND ACHIEVEMENT OF OllJECTIVES 

A. Outputs 

Development of improved uteasioo coglegJs 

41. The work on developing extension contents was carried oat by the project staff. It was 
documented in the final reports of the consultants, in technical reports on factory processes and 
improvements thereof. and partly also in handouts or guidelines which were provided to the 
processors during training courses on various matters as listed below: 

Introduction to management; 
Job methods, instructions, •handling a problem• and job safety; 
Rules and regulations governing hours of work, leave, attendance and discipline; 
Banking/ credit system; 
Cash flow and advantages of taking loan from banks; 
Cooperative systems and how it benefits small processors; 
Feasibility studies and new project evaluation, product unit cost and cost centres; 
Cost of raw materials and quality control; 
Plant maintenance and stock control. 

42. The possibilities for product diversification were analyzed by the coconut food processing 
specialist. Out of ten possible coconut food products the production of •nata de coco•, coconut 
chips, coconut cream and vinegar was more closely investigated. The final result of the assessment 
was that due to lack of market potential in the region and limited purchasing power commercial 
processing of new products could not be recommended. Therefore, on this important aspects of 
product diversification and improved utilization of coconut by-products • for the sustained 
competitiveness of the coconut industry - no tangible oUtf1Uts were achieved. 

43. All activities were therefore concentrated on the improvement of Klentik Oil processing. 
Detailed recommendations for improving the quality of raw materials and the end products, the 
marketing of products, organization and management in the factories and the maintenance of plant 
and equipment were "Vorked out. 

44. An investigation carried out by the project into the financial viability of establishing a 
new Klentik Oil processing plant came to negative results. Technical extension contents on partial 
factory improvements should also have been subject to financial analysis and assessment. This was 
not carried out. To judge the appropriateness of an innovation only from the technical viewpoint 
is not sufficient regarding the risks involved for the investor. 

45. The design of technical improvements for factory development were dealt with in two 
steps. First, mostly appropriate low cost modifications oo plant and equipment and the production 
flow between various processing trteps were identified, analyzed and agreed upon with all 
participating entrepreneurs. Secondly, out of the seven factories one plant was chosen to become 
a demonstration coconut processing unit or the model plant. This factory was completely 
rede5igned and equipped to a relatively high extent with new and additional machinery including 
a costly (about USS 7,000) plate filter device imported from Japan. Under due consideration of 
the already mentioned problems of profitability for investmenu into new planu, the equipping 
of the model plant with nearly a complete set of new machinery must be questioned. Especially 
the filter press, which is technically effective for removing impurities from the oil, is not a viable 
investment due to Jack of additional financial benefits under present market conditions. The 
extension contents developed for the model plant cannot be regarded as appropriate and in fact 
were not replicated. 
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Estibljshmept 11d oprptioa of ID extcgsjon grrice to COCQAPt grocqsoa 

46. The cxte1sio1 service to the seven coconut processors coDSistcd o( the personnel employed 
uader U NIDO contract. Operations were organized Crom Sungai Sarit. where the project center 
was established withia the premises of the local agricultural co-operative. Besides an oCfice a small 
laboratory and a workshop was established. 

47. The laboratory was sufficiently equipped to carry oat quality coatrol Crom the raw ma
terial stage to the fiaisbed product especially ia what coacetDS, moisture and FF A conteats o( the 
oil produced. The laboratory provided services to the processors maialy duriag the period o( the 
assigameat o( the quality control chemist. An officer from the district office of the Department 
of Trade was supposed to continue the services. However, due to lack of support by the 
department. these services were discontinued soon after the departure of the international 
consultant. Continued quality control services are also only meaningful if the processors would 
actively demand them and aim at improving and maintaining high quality standards. Since this 
was in reality not the case the justification for the establishment o( the laboratory was not 
sufficient in view of the lack of an iastitatioaal concept for continuing the services. Occasional 
analysis of samples can be carried oat cheaper in provincial laboratories in Padang. 

48. The cstiblishmeat of a small workshop enabled the project personnel to carry out some 
o( the technical improvements, modifications and repair wort in the factories themselves. 
Furthermore. some training of labourers of the processors in repair and plant maintenance wort 
was facilitated. Again the question of justification for such a facility has to be asked. For the 
small number of participants training on maintenance and repair could have been organized in 
many different ways using e.g. private workshops. 

49. Due to the limited number of project participants with their factories all located in the 
vicinity of Sungai Sarit the processors were visited frequently by the project personnel. Besides 
advise. on the job training and to some extent also direct assistance in technical imprGvements 
training courses were organized as the instruments for disseminating extension contents a-. 
indicated under para.41. 

SO. The training programme was mainly conducted by the project staff. It consisted of: (i) one 
ten days course on repair and plant maintenance wort; (ii) one five days courK on organization 
and financial management; (iii) one ten days course on quality aspects; (iv) three processors were 
sent for a familiarization tour to technically advanced Klentik Oil processing units in Medan (two) 
and Surabaya (one). The courses were attended (5 - 17 participants) by the processors or factory 
personnel and partly also by other processors from the region. The training contents were mostly 
appropriate for the situation of the small-scale processors. An exception was the course on 
organization and financial management which covered to a high extent topics of an academic 
nature (e.g. feasibility studies, cost center accounting, cash flow analysis) instead of concentrating 
for example on the introduction of a simple book-keeping system. Due to the concentration of the 
courses during a very short period, tht coverage of a wide range of subjects and the insufficient 
follow-up, the participants with their low educational background bad limited benefits Crom the 
courses. Nevertheless, the training created more awareness and better understanding of the various 
aspects involved in the processing of fresh coconut meat and the factors responsible for the qua.lily 
of cod products. 

Sl. With the termination of the project the extension Krvice to the processors ceased to exist. 

!mprovcmcgts jg the groccuiH plagts 

52. The technical improvementa carried out in the factories were mainly financed from the 
project budget and provided as grants to the processors. The contributions by the beneficiaries 
were mostly limited to the provision of labour for tbe installation. Under such arrangements co· 
operation between the project and beneficiaries and acceptance of tbc grante.1 physical 
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improvements can be expected in a relatively short time. However, for rcplicatiag innovations in 
other plants this procedure caanol be regarded as a model since in the normal situation processors 
would have to finance the improvements themselves. Ac:Option processes would be slow. To 
convince the target group will require mote: efforts by an extension service as well as substantial 
visible benefits from each innovation. 

53. In the technical development programme for all factories one processor did not participate 
since for most of the time of the project duration no processing activities took place in the plant. 
The major technical improvements in the six factories can be summarized as follows: 

(i) In all factories the fireplaces for the cookers were equipped with chimneys. Also 
the fireplaces were redesigneJ and in three factories two fireplaces were combined into 
one for heating of two pans. These measures contributed to improved combustion of fire
wood, better heating efficiency and disposal of flue gas into the air. The use of firewoCK! 
was reduced; improved working conditions were created due to less polluted air in the 
factories. 

'ii) One to two cooking pans were installed using semi-cylindrical pans which 
increased the r!fe'-!ivcness of stirring and reduced overheating; both are contributing to 
improved cooking p~ocesses. 

(iii) For improved filtering of the Klentik Oil coming from the cooking pans new 
filtering devices consisting of a screen with 10 mm to 1 mm slots (before wire mesh with 
3 mm to 6 mm mesh size was used) were installed. With this measures coarser particles 
were more cff cctivcly sr.parated from the oil before entering the settling tank; finer 
particles arc, however, not affected by this measure and remain in the final product. 

(iv) For the reduction of oil spillage and losses when bandied and transported manually 
with buckets in most factories the following improvements were installed: a tank for ex
pelled oil equipped with pumps and pipelines to the cooking pans; pipelines from the fil
tering device to the settling tank; a pump with pipelines to the elevated storage tank which 
in a few cases was also provided. 

(v) Furthermore, spare parts were provided for replacing worn out machinery parts. 

(vi) The total cost of the plant and equipment improvements amounted on average per 
factory to about Rps. 2 million (about USS 1,100) . 

54. The model plant received in addition to the above modifications the following equipment 
and improvements (total cost more than USS 12,000): one chopper, two expcllcrs, three cooking 
tanks with mechanized stirrers, one filter press. Furthermore screw conveyors were installed to 
transfer: fresh meat to the chopper; cut meat into a tank where it is mixed with upcllcd oil into 
a slurry and transported from there to the cooking tanks using a pump and pipelines; brown cake 
coming from the cooking tanks (after oil separation) to the first upellcr. 

SS. With the new and additional machinery and more mechanized flow of production the 
potential of this plant for processing of fresh coconut meat with minimum losses in the production 
process and an impr wed cleanliness of the oil was increased. 

56. On the other ntension contents of the project, which where more on the organizational 
and managerial side of activities, hardly any adoption occurred. That means cuentially the 
hardware financed by the project was accepted to the level upected in the project plan; however, 
the software aiming e.g. at quality improvements, better hygiene in the factories, improved 
maintenance of plant and equipment, adequate financial management etc. was not adopted. The 
~ituation remained as it used to be before the project. To change traditional attitudes and habits, 
particularly in rural areas, is a long process and -=annot be expected to be achieved in a relatively 
1h~r1 time. This is e1pecially the case when the target group does not see major problems with the 
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way bow they conduct their business ud lhere is limited fiaancial incentives for chaage. 

57. When looking more than two years after project termination al the production history of 
the plants. there were according to lhe processors only minor or no production increases due to 
the project. Production is continuing to be erratic ud heavily influenced by raw material supplies 
ud price levels for raw materials and Klentik Oil. Low utilization of processing capacities 
continued to be a major problem during 1990 ud 1991 when all plants even stopped activities for 
long periods. This sitution &)plied especially to the model plant. In finucial terms minor 
advantages resulted rrom l~r use of firewood and some decrease of oil losses within the 
production process. Since a monitorimg system was not established precise figures are not available. 
On the side of oil qulily, r ;....: improftments are marginal since the deciding factors of prevention 
of decomposition of raw iollalerials and ensuring sufficient cleanliness in the factories were not 
adopted. 

B. Acbievemegt of the immediate objective 

58. The immediate objective or the project was Dot achieved. A more diversified product 
development and the optimum utilization of by-products from coconuts was due to lack or market 
potential not undertaken. ID what concerns Klentik Oil processing, improved extension contents 
were defined. Satisfactory adoption only occurred on those aspects which were funded by project 
grants, which cannot be regarded as a basis for replication. Furthermore, due to the low returns 
in Klentik Oil processing, the relatively high investments into the model plant are questionable 
on the basis of their financial viability. The publication on the model coconut processing concept 
due to lack of an in depth analysis of •the model• and critical assessment is of very limited value 
for further use by other interested parties, particularly abroad. 

59. On the side of institution building no sustainability was aimed at and achieved. For the 
laboratory and the \\i>rkshop no concept was worked out for the time after project termination, 
and how the equipment and chemicals could be used in future (total value nearly USS 10,000). The 
laboratory is not used; the equipment and chemicals are still available. The workshop equipment 
is meanwhile partly being used by the workshop of the local co-operative. This is done without 
authorization by the Department of Trade which is, according to government and U.N. 
regulations, still responsiltle for the equipment. 

60. On factory level the physical improvements installed in all six factories are mostly still 
operational and used. As already mentioned other recommendations of the project were hardly 
accepted. In the model plant hygienic conditions were especially poor. This processor has also 
since nearly one year stopped to use some of the equipment in.stalled by the project. It is the case 
with the three cooking tanks with stirrers and the screw conveyors for mechanized transport of 
materials between different processing steps. The owner found it more convenient to go back to 
the old processing system instead of repairing or using the equipment. The lack of sustainability 
supports one of the major findings of the evaluation mission, that in this project a model coconut 
processing concept was aiso not developed for the production of Klentik Oil. 

C. Cogtrjbu&jop to &he achjevemegt of the developmegt objec&jve 

61. Since the immediate objective of &be project was not reached the contributions to the 
development objective can also be regarded as negligible. Even within the project area neither the 
project participants nor other processors from the region have shown interest of copying examples 
of improved techniques or of the model plant introduced by the project. The publication on the 
model concept was reportedly produced in 400 copies. According to tbe APCC Executive Director 
one copy was made available to each member country. Until now there were no responses to the 
publication or further inquiries. On the further use of the publication no inforraation was 
available from UNIDO. As mentioned in para.38, there is no mention in the Science Citation 
Index. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

62. The principal prcblem of this project has been the inadeqnate project dcsiCP with 
unrralistic objectives and lack of problem analysis and knowledge abont the relevance and 
potential of the concept for the real situ.lion of rural coconut processors. The establishment <'f 
a viable coconut processing model concept and its diffusion world-wide was especially in 
comparison to the size and duration of the project an over ambitious goal. For the intended 
transfer of experiences from one region to another there are limitations. since small-scale 
processors face with their specific backgrounds and resources different coaditions. limitations 
and opportunities according to the areas where they live. If the development of a model concept 
is to be meaningful it would have to prove its viability and potential for sustainability and 
replication in all relevant socio-cultural. technical. financial. economic and institutional aspects. 
Monitoring, evaluation and process oriented project management are essential instrum,.nts for the 
success of such projects. Model components and instruments were not included in the design of 
this project. 

63. A replicable model cocoput proqssin& copqpt was not achieved. Due to lack of an 
adequate institution building concept the project operated in isolation from the regional 
institutions of the host country. A sustainable extension service for coconut processon was neither 
attempted nor achieved. The lack or market potential for the intended product diversification and 
optimum utilization of by-products prevented activities and outputs on this important aspect of 
the project concept. Extension contents on a wide range or aspects for Klentik Oil processing were 
formulated which were, however, only adopted on the side of plant and equipment improvements 
provided as grants by the project. The relatively iaigh investments into the •model plant• were 
risky and lacked financial viability. They were only accepted by the processor due to the high 
level or subsidization, which cannot be the basis for a replicable model. Extension contents aiming 
at management and especially quality improvements were not accepted by the beneficiaries since 
for the rural consumers the quality of this edible oil is despite its shortcomi.ngs on impurities and 
high FF A contents still acceptable. Therefore limited incentives exist for the processors to 
seriously consider quality improvements. 

64. The iPu!K1 of the project on institution building, production, productivity and incomes, 
product quality and generally on the strengthening of the competitiveness of the small-scale 
processors has been marginal. Erratic and often low capacity utilization due to strong competition 
on the side of raw material supplies and the edible oil market continue to be the main problems 
of the Kleotik Oil producers. Sustainability of project innovations was on the side of a continuing 
utensioo service including works~op and laboratory services not achieved. The more appropriate 
smaller technical improvements ia six factories continue to be mostly operational. Within the 
model plant parts of the installed mac!-iaery is already out of operation indicating insufficient 
absorption and financial viability. The publication oa the model coco;1ut processing con,epl is 
due to lack of aa in depth analysis of the "model" and critical assessmeo'. of very limited value for 
the use by other interested parties. Even within the project area neither the project participants 
nor orher processors from tbe region have shown interest in copying examples or improved 
processing techniques or of the model plant introduced by the project. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

65. The Department of Trade should review the future utilization of laboratory and workshop 
elluipment and materials provided under tit~ project. Since it is unlikely that ia the short and 
medium term laboratory services will find sufficient acceptance by the processors the alternative 
use of the equipment and chemicals e.g. in provincial laboratories of tlae governmeat should be 
investigated. Tlae worbltop equipment is already partly utilized by the local co-operative in 
Sungai Sarik. wlaich is also providing repair services to some o( the small-scale processors. The 
handing over of the equipment to tlais organization would strengthen their capacities and 
capabilities for improved repair services. 

66. For the improvement of competitiveaess of coconut processing a more diversified aad 
comprehensive utilization of coconut meat aad by-products riemains a:a important aspect for the 
sub-sector. For more rational decisioa making product aad market studies should be the first step 
for guiding the design of appropriate intervention measures . 
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VI. LESSONS LEARNED 

PlaPPjnc (prcparatorv phlscl of a project 

67. Projects with high risk or where the feasibility has to be verified need preparatory 
assistance. However, such preparatory work should not be regarded as simple work planning but 
rather to verify the hypothesis, approach and feasibility of the intervention. Based on po&itive 
findings, only then the project should be prepared with the corresponding budget. This should not 
be done before the preparatory ass~tance takes place. If the findings of the preparatory phase are 
nega1ive, the project should be modified or abandoned, for obvious reasons. 

68. An appraisal before this project's approval would have d~r~cted many of the faults 
identified by this ex-post evaluation. This demonstrates the need for the appraisal function. 

69. Reporting and evaluation requirements are often, as in the case under review, expressed 
in the project document in vague terms. Such requirements and who is to undertake them should 
be clearly spelled out in accordance with the particular characteristics and size of the project. 
Appraisal is to check on this matter. 

Rural develo.pment projects 

70. Rural communities are normally conservative and slow to change. Projects having such 
groups as beneficiaries tend to be long-term and costly in order to generate a significant 
development impact and ensure a minimum amount of sustainability. Such projects need to 
conform to changing conditions according to their location and ro experiences gained and 
therefore design and implementation cannot be so fixed as in other project types. Flexibility in 
design and implementation is needed. The target groups should be closely associated with the 
project development and implementation process. Such flexibility is not so easy to achieve for 
UNIDO executed projects and this reason allied to the need of deep know-how on how rural 
communities function made the mission wonder whether this type of project is suitable for an UN 
type of organization like UNiDO. 

Recional outreacil 

71. One of the priority areas of DMZ for UNIDO executed projects refers to regional or sub
regional projects. Although the project under evaluation had its origin i.a a sub-regional grouping 
- the APCC - the mission verified that the project could never have bad a regional outreach since 
it was in reality focused on the specific conditions prevailing in one sub-di:otrict of West-Sumatra. 
Even the outreach to other parts of Indonesia can be questionable. It could be that national 
projects are sometimes turned into regional ones in order to satisfy the above mentioned DMZ 
priority. The mission recommends that this priority be reviewed in the light of the ex-post 
evaluations being carried out. 

Model/pilot plants - Replicability 

72. Another priority awarded by BMZ refers to the model or pilot nature of a particular 
industrial process covered by the project. This nature should be clearly spelled out from the out· 
set. It should be demonstrated that a pilot or model plant is the solution to the problem addressed 
by the project. During project preparation alternative solutions and adjoining problems should be 
investigated • using, for example the problem analysis (tree) approach. 

73. The model/pilot approach leads us to think immediately of replicability. It is important 
to determine at the outaet in which conditions the model or pilot plant is replicated. Thia involves 
not only the geographical area with its market peculiarities but as well as other considerations such 
as production scale, type of raw materials and level of manpower development. 
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SgstaiHbiljty 

74. It is obvious that institution building projects should ensure that the development efforts 
continue after the project is termiHted. This should be clearly spelled out in the project design 
using the model concept. However, this was not the case in the project under evaluation. 

Expertise utilized by projects 

75. Expertise, particularly short-term, should be employed locally as much as possible 
especially in countries where such expertise already exists and circumstances allow. This is for 
instance the case in Indonesia for most aspects of coconut oil processing. 

76. The deployment of long-term nation~ experts should be regarded with caution since 
conflicts may result from differences of pay-scale between such experts ed the national 
counterparts. At any rate, long-term national experts should never substitute for national 
counterparts who in the end, are the ones who will have to ensure the sustainability of the project. 

Approach takep ip pmject evalgatiops 

77. The present evaluation shows the potential for learning lessons from this type or exercise, 
both to donors and UNIDO. Evaluations of on-going, or about to terminate projects have the 
additior;al advantage of advising independently and objectively on the course of the project or on 
its possible extension or follow-up. These evaluations should comprise nominees of donors (in this 
case BMZ), of the e:ii:ecuting agency and, whenever possible, of the recipient government. The 
evaluation team should comprise knowledge of the technical field covered, of the country where 
the project is executed a11d of development effectiveness and evaluation methods. Due to the 
specific interest of BMZ in development issues (impact) BMZ should preferably supply the 
development specialist while UNIDO should supply the technologist required. 

78. Final reports often called evaluation reports, such as in the present case, are written by 
the project and/or UNIDO project personnel are not reliable, being too optimistic and with very 
little information on effectiveness and expected impact, which are BMZ's main interests. Annual 
reports as stipulated in the agreement with BMZ were not even prepared at all. It goes without 
saying that this is an unsatisfactory situation. Reporting and evaluation requirements for BMZ 
funded projects should be reviewed and specified contractual obligations should be adhered to. 
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Annex 1 

GOVERNMENT OF GERMANY 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

Ex-post EYaluatioa - US/GL0/90/265 

US/RAS/16/191 Tiie setting up of a 111ral small capacity 
cocoa•t processiag model scheme 

US/CPR/15/130 Assistuce to tile Leather Teclanology 
Centre, Slaaaglaai 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

I. Backrround 

The umJ:Jrella project US/GL0/90/265 was approved to enable !he Government of 
Germany and UNIDO to undertake ex-post evaluations of German-financed projects executed 
by UNIDO to :isscss their impact and sustainability and to draw lessons for future use i11 similar 
projects. Heretofore, ex-post evaluations of projects were not undertaken regularly sioce no 
financial provisions had been allocated for this purpose under the respective projects. 

It was decided there would be two evaluation rounds of two projects each. The first 
mission, in addition to evaluating two projects1, also provided feedback on the approach for 
undertaking ex-post evaluations. These findings were used in the preparation of the second ex
post evaluation round of two additional projects. Specific guidelines for ex- post evaluations will 
be developed if these two exercises indicate a necessity. 

The evaluation missions governed by these terms of reference will cover US/RAS/86/191 
•The setting up of a rural small capacity coconut processing model scheme" and US/CPR/85/130 
·Assistance to the Leather Technology Centre, Shanghai•. 

The US/CPR/85/130 project aimed at developin& in the Shanghai Leather Corporation a 
centre able to fulfil an important role in the network of leather and leather products centres of 
the South-East and Pacific Region. The projer.t was operationally concluded in April 1990. In 
particular, at the end of the project, the centre was to L.: capable of offering and carrying out 
services in the following areas: 

• Systematization and supply of information concerned with fashion. design, marketing, 
R&D, manufacturing methods, plant organization and management, work studies, 
problems of environmental protection, application of micro-electronics, economic 
aspects and trends of de·1elopment in the leather tanning, footwear, leather goods, 
gloves, leather garment and sports goods industries; 

• Training of managers, supervisors, instructors and technical staff (e.g., time study 
engineers, quality controllers); 

1 US/GL0/87/12S Casior meal de101ifica1ion 1echnology and US/PHl/BS/109 Foo1weu and Lca1her Goods lndusrry 
Cenlre. 
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• Quality control (extended laboratory experiments, sample checks, assessment of 
product or material quality) and elaboration of guidelines and standards for quality 
control and for subcontracting the sup'>ly of leather and leather products (including 
substitutes); 

• Applied R&D assignments focused on problems related to the specific characteristics 
of raw materials availabl~, working conditions and techno·ecooomic infrastructure of 
the region; 

• Extension services to companies andior governments upon request through contractual 
agreements. 

This project is a follow-up and O\"erlaps to a certain extent with the UNDP financed 
projectc; DP/CPR/80/007 and DP/CPR/83/004. The first one, under the title ·Assistance to the 
establishment of a central laboratory in Shanghai•, started in 1981, installed modern laboratories 
and introduced testing and quality control methods. The second one, under the title •Leather 
Technology Centre· established sc~ll pilot plants for leather processing, research in footwear 
technology, developmen·. of prefabricated footwear com(rOnents, leather products development 
and research on effluent treatment of tanneries. 

The second project to be evaluated, namely US/RAS/86/191, coosisl5 of the setting up of 
a rural capacity coconut processing model scheme, started in September 1987 and was completed 
in August 1990. 

The objective of the project was the development of a model coconut processing concept 
in a selected rural coconut production area in Indonesia by the organization and implementation 
of an UNIDO/ Asian and Pacific Coconut Community (APCC) extension service to small capacity 
coconut producing and processing communities. The service was to cover all technical, 
organizational and economic aspects involved. The model coconut processing concept, the 
implementation methodology and results obtained were to be documentec! for the information and 
guidance of the small-scale coconut processing industry worldwide. 

Both projects were active in the development of the agro·industry subsector, which is 
awarded high priority by UNIDO policy-making organs and its major donors. They were chosen 
for u·post evaluation since they seem to represent good examples of technology development, 
of dissemination and of building up national capabilities. Moreover, in the first ex-post 
evaluation mission projects in similar areas (leather) or of similar nature (establish and/or 
strengthen national/regional institutions and develop technologies and/or methodologies) or aim 
at a similar (regional) outreach have been examined and it is believed that comparable l.:ssons may 
be learned. Both projects have been operationally completed for at least 12 months, hence they 
qualify for ex· post evaluations. 

2. Scope. pyrpost and methods of tht cyaluations 

The primary purposes of the in·deptb ex· post evaluations are as follows: 

(a) To assess whether the achievement of the projects' objective~ have led or are likely to lead 
to a significant contribution to the projects' devefopment objective. 

(b) To assess the relevance of the project and whether the problems that were to be addressed 
by the project were solved. 

(c) To assess the achievements of the projects against its objectives, including the utilization 
of outputs produced or results achieved, and the re·cxa111ination of the projects' design. 
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(d) To identify and assess the (actors that have facilitated the achievements of the projects' 
objectives as well as (actors that have impeded the (ulfilment or these objectives. 

(e) 

(() 

As part of the above-mentioned tasks, the mission will also review whether the approaches 
utilized by the projects have led to optimum resub.s as or whet:ier other approac!ies could 
have improved the results. 

To identify intern~) factors v.·hich may have influenced the projects' objective 
achie•:ement or non-achievement. For example, such factors could include project design, 
quality or expertise provided, adequacy o( training. etc. 

(g) To identify external (actors v.·hich may have influenced the projects' objective 
achievement or n"n-achievement. For example, such factr • could include unexpected 
changes in government priorities. changed economic condit.oJns, or new developments in 
technology. 

(h) To assess the extent to which the projects' results and any impact achieved continue to 
contribute to project and development objectives after its termination. 

(i) To record the errects the projects have bad on their suriroundings (insticutional, technical, 
economic, social). 

3. Proiect tlesiin 

In ex-post evaluations the question of project de~ign should be reviewed since the quality 
o( adequacy of project design not only influences its management, implementation, efficiency and 
effectiveness but also a good design will help ensure a project's sustainability. To assess these 
aspects the following issues should be addressed: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Was the project concept reJe,·ant to the needs of the country and appropriate to the 
country's s.?cio·economic and technical content? 

Were the critical assumptions required for successful project completion and for 
sustainability adequately consick:red? To what extent did these proved correct? 

Were succe$& criteria and milestones included in the project design by which project 
performance and impact of the project could be monitored and evaluated? 

Did the pre- and end·of·project status' descriptions prove correct? 

4. Sustqinabili(y 

Beyond the production of outputs and the achievement of objectives, the evaluation should 
address the following aspects to help determine whether the positive results of the project are 
likely to be sustained: 

• Were the project achievements sufficient and of adequate quality to meet the needs 
of end users? Were the needs correctly identified and adequately translated into 
services to be produced by a suengthened counte~part institution? 

• Did tbe demand foreca1ted for projecr·1trengtbened Kivice capabilities and/or 
technologies developed materialize? 

• Will the project assisted instilulions be capable to continue meeting future demands? 
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• To what extent is the project's sus~ioability dependent on external factors which are 
beyond the immediate control of project management? How, if at all, have these 
faclors affcclcd suslainability? 

• How is the counterpart institution integrated into its institutional framework? Does 
it co-operate with other similar national and/or international organiutions to 
maximize project results? 

• Were measures envisaged which would help ensure sus~inability taken up by project 
and counterpart personnel? 

• Were management systems and financial arrangements developed which would allow 
the continuation of activities previously supported by the projecl? Arc govcrnmcnl 
subsidies required? Examine the financing of the institutions assisted. 

• Are linkages with industry well cs~blishcd? Is industry bcocfitting from the project? 
Sho11 ltf the project assisted organiution market its services bcuer? (Examine the 
report of the previous ex-post evaluation under private sector co-operation.) 

5. Proirct specific iuuts 

(a) 

• 

• 
• 

• 

US/CPR/85/130 Assistance to the Leather Technology Centre. Shanghai 

Examine and analyze the pilot nature of the plants for leather and leather products 
processing established under the project. 

Analyze the services and training being provided by the information processing unit . 

Determine the quality and 1uantity of training provided by the centre including 
training materials developed under the project. 

Analyze the r~gional outreach capabilities of the centre (define ·regional•) and assess 
the cenlre's role (potential or actual) in the context of a regional networ&:. Its relation 
to the Manila-based leather centre (US/PHl/85/109), evaluated duriog the previous 
round of ex-post evaluations, should be considered as well . 

(b} US/RAS/861191 The settiH up of a rural small capacity coconut processing mode!! 
scheme 

• Involvement of the Asia and Pacific Coconut Community (Jakarta) in the projecl and 
follow-up. 

• Analyze the opcralioos of the extension services c•tablished under the project. 

• Quality antf outreach of the UNIDO publication on model coconut processing concept 
operations prepared by the project. 

• Detennine the regional (ASE.AN) nature of the project, particularly in the 
participating countries and assess whether adequate and .uHicient measures were 
taken for dissemiaatiog the model scheme to other countries. 

An uscssmeot or these specific iuues will require interviews with the counterpart 
inGtitutioas, othe!' institutions in the coua•ries Cl)Vering the same subjects, applicable Government 
officials, trainees, indusrry represcntativei aad generally end· users of the project. 
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6. Composition of the mjuion 

The mission will be composed of: 

O one representative of the Government of Germany; 
O one representative of UNIDO; 
O one expe::t for each project to join the evaluation for their respective parts of the 

mission. 

These representatives should !lot have been directly involved in the design, appraisal or 
implementation of the projects. 

7. C011su/tations jn the field 

The mission will maintain a close liaison with the UNIDO Country Director in each 
country who will be requested lo assist the mission in arranging visits to and inter"•~ws with the 
groups identified above for each project. 

Although the mission should feel free to discuss with the authorities concerned all matters 
relevant to its assignment, it is n"l authorized to make any commitment on b:half of the 
Government of Germany or UNIDO. 

8. Timetable and report of the mission 

A time table for the mission is attached. The evaluation team will stay in China for one 
week, and in Indonesia for two weeks. Individual appointments will be arranged by the respective 
office of the UNIDO Country Director. The mission will attempt to complete its work within the 
given time frame and, upon completion of the mission in each country, brief the authorities 
concerned on initial findings and conclusions. The technical experts will prepare their respective 
reports one week after the termination of this mission. The final version of the report will be 
prepared by the representatives of the Government of Germany and of UNIDO in Vienna and will 
be submitted to UNIDO, the Government of Germany and the recipient country within three 
weeks after completion of the assignment. 
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Annex 2 

Organisations visited and persons met * 

Government of Indonesia 

BAPPENAS/Jakarta 
Mr. Anwar Wardbani. Head of Bureau of Trade and Industry 

Ministry of Trade/Jakarta 
Ms. Lily Rosyana. Senior Advisor to the Minister; Head of Foreign Cooperation 
Division 
:War. P. Soemarsono, Director Commodity Trading 
Mr. Henry Kub, sta1f member 

Ministry of Trade/Padang 
Mr. A Marbsen, Head, Trade Licensing 
Mr. Mawardi, staff member 

Ministry of Trade/Pariaman 
Mr. Syahrir Wahab, Director 
Ms. Syafiina, staff member {former laboratory assistant in the project) 

Ministry oflndusuyflakarta 
Mrs. Ainsjah Taufik, Head of Bureau for hucmational Relations 
Mr. Ansari, Food Specialist 
Mr. Adib Boesro, Food Tectmologist 
Mr. Andarto, Chemical Engineer 
Mr. Jusri, Food Technologist 
Mr. Hidayar Suwandi, Head Bilateral Cooperation Relations 
Mr. Ratua, staff member 

Ministry of Industry/Padang 
Mr. Syafii Abad, Director 
Mr. Syafii Sarin, Deputy Direr.tor 

Ministry of lndustry/Pariaman 
Mr. Abdul Latif, Deputy Director 

* In Iridinsla llClll! pecpie i.. only one .... 
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Asian and Pacific Coconut Community (APCCJ 
Mr. P. G. Punchihewa. Executive Director 

German EmbaS$y in Jakarta. 

, -·-·- -- ,.._-

Mr. Albrecht von der Heyden. Minister-Counsellor 

German Aacncy for Technical Cooperation 
Mr. K. D. Peters, Ophir Palmoil Project, GTZ Advisory Team 

Orpniptions of tile United Nations 

UNDP/Jakarta 
Mr. Caspar Jan Kamp, Resident Representative UNDP/F AO/UNFP A 

UNIDO/Jakarta 
Mr. Fernando Z. Vicente, UNIDO Country Director 
Mr. Nahruddu Ali. Programme Officer 

Coconut processing emecprises visited in Pariaman District 
a) Factories assisted by the project 

KSM, Mr. Ali Umar 
Tunas Mekar, Mr. Bujang Latif 
C.V. Abadi, Mr. J. Basri 
USP, Mr. Katiah 
Harapan, Mr. Amin Doren 
Muda Warna, Mr. Buyung Kara 
Kaya Baru, Mr. Hadji Sydiali 

b) other factories 
IKS 
Munir 

UNIDONienna 
Mr. Horst Konig, former (retired) Senior Industrial Development Officer 

--r-

Mr. A. Sabater de Sabates, Senior Industrial Development Officer, Agro-Industries 
Branch 
Mr. A. de Faria, Chief, Appraisal Section. 
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Table 1: Estimated Areas and Production &om Coconuts in Important 
Producer Countries/Regions and World-Wide 1986 to 1990 

• 
t 

Items 1916 1988 1990 4 

Q!ut. ill% Qua!. ia% 
1 

Quant. ia% 

a) Areas under Coconut in 
Mio. ha: 

- Indonesia 3,1 30 3,2 30 3,3 31 
Philippines 3,3 32 3,2 30 3,1 29 
All APCC-Countries 915 92 918 92 10!0 93 

Total World 10,3 100 10,6 100 10!8 100 

b)Productionin Mio.t 
Copra Equivalent 

Indonesia 1,975 23 2,144 27 2,293 25 
Philippines 2,690 32 1,894 24 2,472 27 

All APCC-Countries 7z217 85 6!493 81 71791 85 

~ \ 

Total World 81491 100 81031 100 9,157 100 
~ 

~· 
·' c) Production of Copra in 

Mio. t 
.. .. 

Indonesia 1,1 20 1,2 27 1,4 26 

Philippines 2,7 so 1,8 40 2,2 41 

All APCC-Countries 419 91 319 87 418 89 

Total World 514 100 4,S 100 5,4 100 

Note: Figures are rounded 

Source: APCC, Coconut Statistical Yearbook 1990 • ··-' 
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INDONESIAc Area and Production of Coconut 
bJ Prowince. 1910 

Province Are a Production ·-Ha Z Share KT : Share 

Suaatera ;i.02~840 J.Lll.. HZl!21 ll&.ll 
Aceb 102991 l.09 58758 2.56 
North Swutra 151926 4.56 111341 5.16 
Vest Suaatra 77923 2.34 62335 2.72 
Riau 317654 9.53 194838 a.~O 
.Julbi 119500 3.58 103935 4.53 
South Sumatra 56745 1.70 21450 0.94 
Laapung 177691 5.33 114190 s.01 
Bengkulu 19410 0.51 7550 0.33 

.Java 878643 ll.:.1!. .U,W4 llJ..9 --Veet Java 280553 8.u 139260 6.07 
Central Java 291907 1.-15 167610 7.31 
Eaet .Java 252901 7.51 180846 7.89 
D.I. Jogyakarta 53212 1.60 44038 1.92 

Bali ~ L!!. Wll L.ll -
1.aliaantan 234661 ~ 130704 1J.9 
Vest Kalimantan 79443 2.38 43565 1.90 
South 1.alimantan 55690 1.67 45169 1.97 
Central 1.alillantan 40066 1.20 19077 0.83 
East Kalimantan 59462 1.78 22893 0.99 

Sulawesi 64U67 llJ.! ~.ll li...ll. 
North Sulawesi 272351 8.17 275000 11.99 
Central Sulawesi 163510 4.to U2317 6.64 
South Sulave1i 156693 4.70 110865 4.83 
South Ea1t Sulave1i 50613 1.52 32750 1.43 

Musa Tenggara 210225 !:.!! !!lli 4.27 
Vest Nusa Tenggara 65299 1.96 34458 1.50 
East Nusa Tenggara 144926 4.35 63613 2.77 

Haluku 188942 !:.!! 197101 !.:.!!> 

lrian J•r• ~ 0.88 8470 0.37 - - -
TiJ10r Timur ~ ~ lli.9 2.dI 

T 0 TA L 3334314 100.00 2293033 100.00 

Source: Directorate General nf Eetates, Hini1try of Agriculture. 
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Table 3: JNOOIESIAa Area alUl Product.ion of Cocomat.. 
1111 - lHO 

Product.ion of Coconut. 
Year Area Killion Copra Equi•alent. 

1000 Ba lhat.I 1000 HT 

1916 3113 9173 1975 

1917 3153 10493 2091 

1988 3225 10720 2144 

1989 S217 11SJ5 22.67 

1990• 3334 11465 2293 

•• e1t.iaat.e 
Sources Direct.orat.e General of Estat.e 

Ministry of .Agricult.ure. 

Table 4: INDQH1SIA1 E1tiut.e Product.loll of Coconut Products, 
1986 - 1990 In KT 

-., 
Deliccated1> •·eopra Coconut Copra 

oil ••l coconut. 

1916 1141404 645907 422776 303 

1987 1145420 647470 42386l 2440 

1988 1194806 675065 430130 3812 

1989 1020477 561114 367144 501 

199G 1381419 759780 497311 2774 

lot.ea 1) Export figure ODlJ. 

Table 5: 

Year 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

INDOftES1A1 C.mtdbution fr• the Coconut Sector 
to Export• lamina•. 1986 • 1990 

Total Export.I Coconut hporu % 
US$ 1000 POI US$ 1000 FOi 

14805000 3721' 0.25 

17237200 91804 0.53 

19211502 158747 0.83 

22158866 139531 0.63 

25675331 114271 0.44 

Source1 Central Bureau of Stati1t.ic1. 
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Table 6: INDON£S1As Number of Coconut Oil Factodea and 

Annual capacltJ bJ ProYlnc•. 1981 
(In MT Copra Equl•alent) 

1 9 1 1 1 9 I I 

Province lo of CapacltJ Ho of CapacitJ 
aill• allh 

Sumatra .ll. ZH!I~ 224 u~ao 

Aceh 1 IS06 26 10636 

North Swaatra 15 4'152 IZ 7U80 

lliau 15 54879 79 2S4744 

V.at S1111&tra 11 zoooo 4 39454 

Jab1 17 28)42 26 53160 

~g 20 54105 7 22716 
! 

• 

' 
Java ill 159695 I m 621769 

Jakarta 14 256616 5 88218 

Vest Java 16 145593 21 74640 

Central Java 19 119460 24 129580 

Jouakarta l 10800 1 11782 

Eaat Java 12 327226 73 317549 

ICalblantan l! 36671 .ll 16500 -Vest Kali .. ntan 20 26730 1S 16500 

cantral Xaliaaatan 6 SJS - -
South Kalmantan 3 2700 - -
East Kalblantan 5 6901 - -

Sulawesi .m 477334 16 397827 -
Horth Sulaved 44 329310 10 341445 

Central Sulawesi 54 :S9316 
. 6 56382 

South Sulaved 21 103725 - -
South East Sul.ave11 2 4913 - -~· 

,\ 

l ... 
Others .li 79438 70 168529 -
lall • 30300 16 95274 

Veit Mu1a Tenggara 3 25110 4 27545 

East Musa Tenggara 9 721 21 2318 

Haluku 23 13600 9 41425 

ldan Jaya - - 20 1967 

T 0 T • I. us 1653122 449 1660015 

Sources Kini1tr, of Industry. 

• 
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• 
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Table 7: 

YEAR Coco.al 
PhiJlndo 
Clf Roa. 

1980 674 
1981 570 
1982 464 
1983 730 
1984 1,155 
1985 590 
1986 '297 
1987 442 
1988 565 
1989 517 
1990 337 

1991 433 
Jan 340 
Feb. 330 
March 344 
Apri 323 
May 330 
J&S1e 361 
J"v 465 
August 460 
SepL 455 
Oc:l 546 
Nov. 595 
Dec. 636 

1992 
Jan. 738 
Feb. 705 
Mar. &W 
Ap. 647 
May 638 
June 589 
Juy 528 
Aug.· 494 

•) R8Ul81 
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lnlemalional Prices of Sllected Ols & Oi111ds,, 1980-1992 

(USSITonnesJ 

Sc¥>ean PalmOi PKO Sunlower 
Oio..ch Malaysian CIF Oia.o 
FOBax-d CIFEw. Roa Ex-lank 

598 584 698 633 
5lJ7 571 580 639 
447 445 458 529 
527 502 709 558 
724 729 1,D37 767 
572 501 551 602 
342 '57 288 366 
334 343 426 360 
463 437 539 479 
432 350 472 482 
447 290 334 489 

454 339 417 474 
455 349 353 493 
445 338 345 467 
~ 349 350 465 
460 319 317 466 
441 320 327 454 
430 310 352 477 
431 341 452 467 
457 339 450 460 
468 323 419 489 
485 345 485 498 
479 362 546 487 
442 376 fi/)7 457 

429 383 699 438 
413 382 653 428 
M 396 620 463 
425 402 651 459 
439 390 617 453 
456 404 589 471 
429 382 532 460 
424 385 508 435 

SOURCE: 01 Wortd and Reuler 

Copra 
CIF 
a.. 

453 
379 
314 
496 
710 
386 
197 
309 
398 
348 
231 

286 
233 
226 
236 
224 
225 
245 
303 
299 
296 
353 
385 

·411 

488 
471 
429 
425 
413 
390 
352 
317 

- --+I 

~ 
U.S. 
Roll. 

296 
288 
244 
282 
282 
224 
208 
216 
304 
275 
247 

240 
239 
241 
244 
245 
241 

-.241 
229 
241 
246 
237 
237 
234 

236 
237 
240 
235 
247 
253 
237 
NA 

- .;.-
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• 

• 
1 
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